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Abstract 
Based on the analysis of gearboxes designs a microprocessor-based car engine control system is developed, which allows semi-
automatic or automatic gear shifting, thus facilitating driving, decreasing the fuel consumption, increasing the durability of 
transmission. The microprocessor-based control system of the car engine, which allows the automatic synchronization of angular 
speeds of entrance and output power stream, and carrying out gear shifting without switching off the clutch was described. The 
block diagram of microprocessor-based car engine control system, the construction of electro-pneumatic actuator and photo of 
the gearbox with the executive mechanism was presented. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ICIE 2016. 
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1. Introduction 
The main tendency of modern automotive industry, together with the improvement of mechanical transmissions, 
is the permanent increase of the part of the automated and automatic transmissions. One of the main objectives in 
the course of gear shifting in this kind of transmissions is reduction of time of an operation breakdown of a stream 
of power, and, therefore, the reduction of losses by gear shifting process. Now development of new technical 
solutions for automatic mechanical transmissions of vehicles is actively conducted. For example, semi-automatic 
transmissions are widely applied on various models of vehicles. 
Now the change of traction effort of driving wheels of cars is carried out by change of the gear ratio in 
transmission elements. At the same time the main problems in the gear shifting are absence of a possibility of gear 
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overlapping, breakdown of a stream of power, essential losses of time for switching process, as well as the problems 
connected with a speed of restoration of a stream of power when the gear is up. The existing mechanical gearboxes 
still widely applied in cars have some faults of construction, such as long time of gear switching, which substantially 
depends on the driver and demanding the clutch switching off. It has advantage, consisting in a high reliability as 
compared with existing types of automatic transmissions. Also the existing gearboxes are known to be capable to 
transfer a big torque and relatively small dimensions [1], and they have lower purchase than the existing types of 
automatic transmissions [2].
Their defects can be eliminated by management of the rotation frequency of a crankshaft of the engine that 
allows decreasing significantly the switching time by implementation of an operating mode without breakdown of a 
stream of power, and also gives the chance to expand the range of gear ratio.
Manual transmissions have inherent shortcomings. It is possible to exclude "long gears", as well as the 
considerable time spans of gear ratios caused by the necessity of alignment of circular velocity due to the operation 
of synchronizer units. It demands to switch off a clutch by the central synchronization of circular velocities of gears 
that will allow carrying out gear shifting both down and up without switching off of a clutch [3, 4].  
2. Construction 
The microprocessor-based car engine control system (MCECS) was developed to realize the method of control of 
the gearbox which is the automatic synchronization of angular speeds of entrance and output power streams. It 
allows switching the gear shifting without switching off of clutch. The application of MCECS will allow optimizing 
the work of car engine regardless the load which is transferred to driving wheels.
At first, MCECS forms laws of gear shifting which depend on two key parameters. They characterized car 
service conditions such as the speed of its movement and the provision of an accelerator pedal. MCECS also 
provides the alignment of frequencies of rotation of the elements of gearbox among themselves and with the 
reference values. The gear up turns on strictly in the synchronization moment, so when the time, which is remained 
before the alignment of angular speeds of a gear and a main shaft, is equal to the reaction time of the connecting 
gear [4].
For example, when the gear is switching up, MCECS switches off the supply of fuel-air mix in the engine that 
leads to smooth reduction of a stream of power and the switching off of the previous gear. At the moment of 
synchronization when the time which is remained before the alignment of frequency of rotation of a main shaft and 
frequency of rotation of a gear wheel of the included gear is equal to the reaction time of the mechanism of engine 
control, the transfer inclusion process begins. When angular speeds of a gear wheel of the included gear and a main 
shaft of a gearbox are equal the process of gear switching completes [5, 6].
The developed MCECS is intended for automation of control of vehicles with a diesel engine, a disk clutch and a 
step mechanical gearbox and provides: 
x the choice of number of gear and moment of gear shifting;
x the organization of process of gear shifting.
Application of MCECS provides the simplification of driving process, the decrease in fuel consumption, the 
increase of durability of transmission and the reduction of toxicity of exhaust gases [7]. 
The block diagram of MCECS is given in fig. 1. The MCECS includes five main units: control unit of the 
movement modes, electronic unit of a control system, indication unit, electronic unit of a gearbox and executive 
mechanism.  MCECS works in three modes such as the automatic mode, semi-automatic mode, and manual mode. 
In the automatic mode the choice of gear, the choice of the moment of gear shifting and process of gear shifting 
are carried out automatically. In the semi-automatic mode the choice of gear is carried out by driver, and the process 
of gear shifting is carried out automatically, i.e., it is completely under the control of electronics.  
While first gear switches on, both the automatic mode and in the semi-automatic mode, as well as while the  
backup gear switches on, it is necessary to switch off a clutch, and then to switch on before the car starts.  
During the movement of the car the two-pedal scheme of management is realized, that is the driver operates an 
accelerator pedal and a brake pedal, and no need to operate a clutch pedal for gear shifting. During gear shifting the 
microprocessor system operates the engine of the car that the clutch isn't disconnected at all. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of MCECS 
During the movement of the car the two-pedal scheme of management is realized, that is the driver operates an 
accelerator pedal and a brake pedal, and no need to operate a clutch pedal for gear shifting. During gear shifting the 
microprocessor system operates the engine of the car that the clutch isn't disconnected at all. 
In automatic mode the choice of gear is carried out automatically, and the car can move at the same time both in 
economic, and in the dynamic mode. It depends on the driver operates an accelerator pedal. 
Photo of the gearbox with the executive mechanism is presented on fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 2. The gearbox with the executive mechanism 
During the elaboration of a control system the electro-pneumatic actuator (EPA) was mounted on the serial 
gearbox [8]. EPA is intended for remote control of gearboxes of cargo “KAMAZ” of models 14 and 141. This 
development is an alternative to a hydromechanical gearbox "Lviv-3" of bus “LiAZ 5256”. The developed gearbox 
combines small weight and efficiency of a manual gearbox, as well as convenience of an automatic gearbox. EPA 
consists of the following main units, such as executive mechanism of a gearbox, changeover switch, control unit, the 
sensor of a condition of clutch, lock mechanism and a cable assembly. 
The constructive scheme of the electro-pneumatic actuator of the gearbox is presented on fig. 3. EPA of the 
gearbox includes the basis (1), the case (2) of the mechanism of the choice and inclusion of the gear,– electro-
pneumatic valves (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) of EPV1, EPV2, EPV3, EPV4, EPV5, EPV6, EPV7 respectively, the input 
connecting branch (10), a junction box (11) of valves, sockets (12, 13 and 14) of sensors, the output connecting 
branch (15), the three-position sensor (16), a board (17) with ballast resistors, and two-position (on-off) sensors (18 
and 19).  
The installation of EPA doesn't demand any modifications of a serial gearbox. Electric power supply of EPA is 
carried out from an onboard network of the vehicle with rated voltage 24V and work voltage in the range of 20 - 
28V. 
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Fig. 3. Electro-pneumatic actuator of the gearbox 
Pneumatic supply of EPA is carried out from an onboard pneumatic system of the vehicle (nominal pressure of 
air is 0.7 MPs). 
The effort of movement of a control switch of EPA doesn't exceed the effort on a changeover switch of a 
passenger car. EPA has necessary interlocks, which provides traffic safety upon the control of a gearbox. 
For gear shifting in a gearbox in the manual mode (at failure of an electronic control system of the engine) it is 
necessary to turn on a pedal of clutch and to transfer a changeover switch to the position of a need gear, at the same 
time direct control of electro-pneumatic valves is carried out. After switching-on the required gear that confirms by 
light indication on the control unit, it is necessary to turn off a clutch pedal. 
3. Conclusion 
MCECS is open for further development and interface to other electronic systems of the car. MCECS is supposed 
to be developed in the following directions:
x engine management automation;
x improvement of a design of the existing system and control algorithms of gear shifting;
x automation of management of clutch, e.g. that is automation of starting car process.
Thus, the application of MCECS facilitates the driving a car, provides decrease in fuel consumption and increase 
of durability of the car transmission.
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